
Market Outlook

BSP’s  Heavy Lifting 
BSP’s June Meet Was Not A Non-Event At All.  What was ealier expected to be a  
non-event (the BSP’s June policy  meeting) turned out to be a stunner. The BSP in 
its last meeting cut the policy rate by 50 bps to 2.25% in an effort to lower inter-
est rates ahead of a government bond issuance (estimate is Php250bn)and provide 
the  much needed monetary easing  amid the pendency of  two versions of  the sec-
ond tranche of fiscal stimulus in Congress - Php1.3 trillion by the House of Repre-
sentatives  and Php130bn supplemental budget proposal of  the Dept. of Finance.  
The rate cut was widely seen as helping to mitigate the impact of the economic 
contraction in the second quarter of this year that may overshoot expectations.  
 
Aggressive. The benchmark policy rate cut of  50 bps will make the BSP the  most 
aggressive among peers in Asia with a cumulative cut of 175 bps since the start 
of the year to 2.25%. See table 1 below. It will help  ease the cost of government 
borrowing also for the bigger borrowing  for the month of July set at Php210bn 
but won’t unleash as much liquidity as a triple R cut of 1%. 

Rising  Debt. Government borrowing for the month of July will be the highest in 
the last three months: Php170bn borrowings  last June and May and Php190bn last 
March, highlighting the growing funding requirement given the anticipated sharp 
rise in the budget deficit to 8% of GDP or Php1.7 trillion for 2020. The five-month 
budget deficit already stood at Php560bn, a third of this year’s program and ap-
proaching the pre-covid budget deficit target of Php667bn. 

Zero Interest Rate. Also the rate cut puts the country’s real yield very close to 
zero given last May’s inflation of 2.2%. See Figure 1. The question now is whether  
the BSP policy rate has bottomed out at 2.25%. Maybe so as its officials have hint-
ed of a shift to triple R cuts ahead. With the BSP doing the heavylifting in keeping 
rates low, it seems government’s hand at foreign borrowing may rest after the 
recent $2.35bn global bond float and move later in the year as indicated by the 
Bureau of Treasury worth Php310bn.  

Stable Peso. The BSP does not seem to be risking both its inflation target and 
exchange rate stability when it did the 50 bps cut. The inflation target for this 
year was raised by a measly 10 bps to 2.3% and  to 2.6% next year from the earlier 
2.5%. The dollar continues to be anchored by the extremely dovish Fed with its 
QE and zero interest  policy while demand for local dollar funding is muted by the 
collapse of global oil prices and $6bn shrinkage in the trade deficit to $8bn as of 
April. The peso closed lower (strong)  last Friday (June 26, 2020) at Php49.93 from 
Php50.00 in the previous day. 

Source: Maybank, various news article
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YTD 2020 Cumulative 

Cuts
Central Benchmark 

Rate

Malaysia 100 bps 2.00%

UK 65 bps 0.10%

Thailand 75 bps 0.50%

United States 150 bps 0.25%

Australia 50 bps 0.25%

Philippines 175 bps 2.25%

South Korea 75 bps 0.50%

Indonesia 75 bps 4.25%

Vietnam 100 bps 3.00%

China 30 bps 3.85%

India 115 bps 4.00%

Table 1. Monetary Easing

Source: Various newspapers on government pronouncements

Figure 1. Real Yield Near Zero

Sources: Bloomberg

Figure 2. Fiscal Stimulus Package (as % of GDP)
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